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Morgan’s Snowflakes

The big puffy snowflakes
remind me of
how they would land
on her guard hairs, delicate
hairs, a little longer than
her luxurious black
coat. These weren’t obvious
unless the snow fell on them
or a scant of raindrops
misted there as she sat on her
low shelf beside the open
glass balcony door, opened
enough so she could have
her nose in the weather, the
rest of her warm.
The flakes, a lace of crystal 
and pattern, would seem 
suspended above her back. Her
exquisiteness a lifting up of their’s.
Their falling calls 
her guard hairs to me as if 
the snowflakes could construct
her beneath them as, before,
when they made an invisible
quality of her fur
visible despite their transience.
No two the same.
She is still the so much
making of
an everyday.

Michelle Desbarats

For the Glebe Report’s February Poetry Quarter, we asked you to drive your poems to the limits! We invited you to 
explore the notion of extremes: highs and lows, ups and downs, inside or outside, joy or sorrow, solo or together. In the 
throes of dead winter, contemplate hot and cold, or delve into the in-between – what’s found in the grey between black 
and white, in the pause between racing and standing still. The Glebe Report’s Poetry Quarter is curated by JC Sulzenko.

the hottest day of the year

she sat on the edge 
as she swung on the porch
lemonade in a glass
and ice in the veins
‘hot as hell’
she remarked
funny how darkness
can be sliced with only one candle
prickly heat and silence
could make you laugh
but more likely cry

Mike Schofield

Recurring Dreams

Numbers blur and swim before my eyes
And nothing adds up.
Disembodied authority can be sensed
Rather than seen,
And the clock’s insistent tick
Distracts me from the maze
Of angles, theorems and square roots.

The second dream is magic.
Amidst crashing plastic and thundering grunts,
I float, invulnerable, dodging hostile bodies.
There is no pain, 
Only the soaring elation 
Of gliding across green, striped grass
Towards a beckoning endzone.

Images are hazy
Until finally a familiar house appears,
Promising a dizzying return
To the intensity of youthful love.
Peering in a window, I see her,
Distant, untouchable,
But she can’t see me, and there’s no entrance.
The scene fades, leaving me, the dreamer,
Barred from the past again.

Bruce MacGregor

A WINTER STROLL

How blue and white is this fine winter day,
a milder day that lacks the north wind’s howl
that takes away the urge to stroll and play,
and ruffles snowy feathers of the owl.

I’m tired of the great extremes of cold
reducing us to hibernation bears.
This softer weather tells us to walk bold,
while watching out for ice on walks and stairs.

The windows of the houses look like eyes;
The doorways are like pinched and narrow mouths.
They stare at us pedestrians in surprise,
but do not speak; the owners have gone south.

Like flags that stir today in gentler breeze,
we wave as we trudge past, but no one sees.

Ruth Latta

IN SEASON

In spring she caught her breath and whispered, “Please,
let soft buds blossom. Nature, don’t be mean.
Let sap go coursing, flowing through the trees.
Transform this dormant place from grey to green.”

It was a record summer for the heat.
A time for hide-and-seek in wooded glades.
Intense, extreme and yet she found life sweet,
though bothered by the hum of mower blades.

An early burst of glory overhead,
but nothing lasts forever, after all.
She dreamed in colour every night in bed.
Then suddenly came chilly winds of fall.

Bright flowers, startling heat, refreshing breeze,
must shimmer strong in memory, lest she freeze.

Ruth Latta

A Memory

This is where my playground stood

Where I laughed
Where I scraped my knee

I lost my tooth somewhere in the rocks
But never forgot

I made salads out of grass and flowers
Soups out of water and imagination

When my mother called me in for dinner
I ate outside instead

A towel rested on my head
Protecting me from the sky’s tears

A frog rested in my hand
Protecting my growing mind

A bird rested with a broken wing
On the yellow slide
Slowly turning red

I placed the bird inside a shoebox
Took it to the top of the climber
And looked out over the world

Gently stroking its broken dreams  
 

Josie Spinella
Grade 12, Glebe Collegiate

Have pen, will travel – destination, anywhere!

Reveal the good, the bad and the ugly of your traveller self in a poem for the 
Glebe Report’s May 2020 Poetry Quarter. Where have you travelled or wish you had gone or still 
wish to experience, if only in your imagination? The Glebe Report’s May Poetry Quarter seeks 
poems that capture your adventures in travel. We invite you to roam the landscape of your spe-
cial places, voyage through the exotic or the familiar – and come back to tell the tale.

Deadline: Friday, April 24, 2020

As usual, poems should be:
• Original and unpublished in any medium (no poems submitted elsewhere, please);
• No more than 30 lines each;
• On any aspect of the theme within the bounds of public discourse; and
• Submitted on or before Friday, April 24, 2020.

Poets in the National Capital Region of all ages welcome (school-age poets, please indicate your 
grade and school).
Please send your entries (up to 5 poems that meet the criteria) to editor@glebereport.ca 
before the deadline of Friday, April 24, 2020. Remember to send us your contact information 
and your grade and school if you are in school.
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